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Molecular beams Chemical kinetics
CataysisActivated adsorption

Surface reactions

'tin 1970 through the spring of 1975, the number of published papers in
this field approximately doubled. It is the purpose of this article
to comprehensively review the field of movlecular beam studies of chemical
interactions on surfaces during this period and provide a helpful per-
spective for the use of other workers in this field.~
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or (M. chmisosytios with special aqbihs an moativsew ChiwptICR, to

begs techniques and their appication to studies of chemica~l ltrn
ou surfaces has, beow larely avoided since this "oic has beestbra3.
discussed in other recent ar-ticles.
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RECOT STUDIES OF CI)MICAL UrrMACTIOg (M
SURFACES USING MDL Fl WEl

Robert L, Palmer
IRT Corporation

* P. 0o. Box 80817
San Diego, California 92138

and
Joe N. Smith, Jr.

General Atomic Company
P. o. Box 81608

San Diego, California 92138

* In 1970, Merrill reviewed the application of molecular bees to

studies of gas-surface interactions related to catalysis.(1) sine

that tim there has been a rather impressive increase in the r o

experimental studies in this area. More recently, Saltabwg We revime

the dynamical aspects of gas-surface collisions, with soc suhasis an

beam experiments. (2) The latest advances in experimtal tichaLquas in

molecular beam studies of reactive scattering and hateroginewas atalysis

have been reviewed by Smith(3 ) and most recently by NW ix.(e ) The pae

*of this review is to present both a comprehenive survey of the 1z;er-

mental work that has been reported subsequent to the reviw by NHrill

and to focus critical attention on what is felt to be the were signiflint

features of this work. While our first intent can be carried out lther

objectively we have chosen to focus on those "spects of the work th]t

relate ore closely to our own research.

Within the soope of this article we will oovew molecular bo vek

in the area of chemisorptionp including a discussion o the pbrnna. of

*Thi work was partially sponsored by the Office of Navel feeeasa,
Contract No. N=1-72--c47.
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"aetivated adsorption" and som of its implicationsp as uo n s stWe@ Of

Weei6Mo 1Asemical reactions, including simle dmiinlemalw c ito

esett nns with the surface itself and finally srfm ce cataled btmm

reactions between distinct chemical species. A discussion of the exper-

mntal details of nlecular beam techniques and their adantages fbr stones

of chemical interactions on surfaces has been lntentially awib simes

seveA earlier articles have already covered these topics in sm e detall.

It would be untair to the reader and other workers in the field to

* m nt that the use of molecular beams, even when used in conuntiom

vith modern surface analysis techniques, has resulted in a tharogh emd

genra ly accepted understanding of even the simplest surface chmical

processes. Hoever, significant progress has been made in =e ig the

details of chemisorption and catalytic reaction mechanisms for a Mer

of interesting chemical systems, and these advances are a hopeful indication

of further proeus to cr.

* ~Ii. MOMuS-Mr=o laMxICS
Wolecular beams have been used in a nmber of studies of adsorption

on metal and saL ductor surfaces. (7-10) Kbt and Gomer used an m-
collimted effsive source to study 00 adsorption an t mstenj. ) Te

Sfound that the initial sticking coefficient of O decreased with Increasing

gas or surface tmperature. The angle of incidone of the bea wmm not

varied In these experiments, however. IMdey ba also used =eollimated

beam to deliver precise doses of gas to single crystal surfaces In ultra-

Shigh vacu. Here, neither the temperature nor the angle of Incidence of the

beam ws not varied in these studies. Other studies of adsorption have

also been carried out using molecular beems, but in only a few cases have

either the angle of incidence or the temperature of the bern been varied.

SThis Is unfortunate, sitnee recent results indicate that those parameters

ma ae a siilfIcant effect on the sticking coefficientp especially on

mooth single crystal surfaces where the beam species e lences a sinsle

collsion at a well defined scattering angle.

2
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King and Wells have exploited the advantages of molecular beam to a

I greater degree by using well-collimated beam to study nitrogen adsorptio

an polycrystaline and single crystal faces of tungste. (12) Their te ie

permits accurate measurements of the sticking coefficient, S. end the Per

of adsorbed atoms, N, by following the pressure increase in the target on

as a function of the time of exposure to the beam. They disouss several

advantages -P" this technique over the flIsh-desorption method ae comnly

used to study adsorption kinetics. In addition to allowing a simplified

experimetal procedure, the use of sharply collimated molecular beam peamits

$ the adsorption study to be confined to a well-defined area of the surfame,

thereby minimizing the effects of crystal edges, support,, and vacm walls.

King and Wells varied the angle of incidence of the room temperature N2

beam on the surface but observed no angular dependence. Howvr, the target

* in this case was a polycrystalline tungsten foil that was presumbly rather

rough on an atomic scale. Studies in which angular dependences of the

sticking probability ha,.r been observed appear to be limited to cses where

the preparation procedures have resulted in relatively smooth target surfaces,

8 usually of single crystal material.

Bvidently Hughes and Levinstein were the first to use interrupted or

"=ouLlated" beam to study adsorption kinetics on surfaces.(13) By using

suCh a beam to slightly perturb the surface equilibrium coverage, a charac-

teristic relaxation time r can be determined by simply measuring the exponen-

tial decay of the desorption flux or surface coverage with a suitable sensing

instrument. This characteristic "sojourn" or lifetime on the surface usually

varies with temperature in a manner given byTi ,- ,o 0,x( a/
where Ea is the activation energy of the rate limiting step, e.g. the binding

energy of the adatom to the surface. and r is a rather complex function of

the degrees of freedom in the adsorbed state,,(14) but usually ranges from

10 12 to 10 14 seconds. By measuring r as a function of the surface temper-

ature.. & Iad r o can be determined. Arthur has used this technique to study

the adsorption kinetics of various species including Gap As2 and As4 oan GAsS

I3
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crystal Munfaces. (15-19) Surprsingly, they found that the charater-

istic teperatures of both scattered and desorbing As2 and As4 wre

well below the GaAs surface temperature, whereas for Ga an a s and

9 As2 and As84 oan Ga covered GaAs, the velocity distributions were chajac-

teristic of the surface temperature. Although the target ws rotatable

in their study, the angles of incidence and detection of the scattered

and evaporated species were not reported. These data are of interest

since it is expected that the deviations from the usual KmAsm 1wo

cosine desorption flux. Arthur and Brown suest that the evaporating

Am2 and As4 must carry the kinetic energy deficit in internal mades.

However, their thermodynamic argument is not copelling in the absence

of a detailed synthesis of the equilibrium condition.

Foxon, Boudry and Joyce have employed even more advanced techniques to

study the kinetics of gas-surface interactions.( 2 0 ) They have also report-

ed adsorption-desorption kinetics for Ga and As 4 on GaAs surfaces using

3 signal averaging and fourier transform analysis of modulated beam data.

This technique is, in principle, superior to phase sensitive detection in

terms of the information obtainable from a single experiment. They did not

observed desorption of As 2 and As 4 below the substrate temperature although

* their measurements were made in a regime where Arthur and Brown saw only

slight deviations. Foxon et al. also report that the sticking of As 4 on

GaAs increases approximately two orders of magnitude when the surface

temperature is raised from 600 to 900 K.

Temperature and angular flux anoalies have also been observed in

molecular beam studies of adsorption and desorption for other ga-surface

systems. Palmer et al. have used modulated molecular beams to study ad-

sorption on epitaxially grown single crystal films of nickel and silvew.(21)

By carefully measuring the reflected flux as a function of the wnge of

incidence of the beam, relative sticking probabilities were obtained for

hydrogen and helium on these surfaces. These measurements showed a distinct

3
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anolar dependence of the adsorption rate for D2 on Ni(ll) ami to & lesser

extent on Ag(L) surfaces with the adsorption probability decreasing

rapidly toward glancing incidence. Also, in this study, & beam of D2

reacted with normal hydrogen (protium) chemisorbed on a Ni(111) surfaoe and

the arglar distribution of the mixed species HD desorbing from the surface

was measured. By modulting the beam and using a mass spectrowe to detect

the HD in-phase signal by means of a lock-in type amplifier, only the sa1nal

resulting from the inmediate reaction of the beam with surface hydrogen wa

obtained. Interestingly, the desorbing HDI was found to have an anuar

dependence that was fit quite well by a ftunction of the form co% tMe

2.5 < d < 4.0, depending on the smoothness of the particular Ni(l) film

being studied. Moreover, by conceptually synthesizing an equilibrim

isotropic flux at the zurface from a superposition of individual beam

and invoking the "cosine law," the angular distribution for the desorption

of hydrogen from Ni( 11) could be obtained from the hydrogen reflection

data alone. This internal consistency was not only satisfying exrimtally,.

but demonstrated that basic thermodynamic principles such as microscopic

reversibility and the cosine law could be used to relate the processes of

adsorption, desorption and reflection. Palmer also found that the rate of

chemisorption of hydrogen on 700 K Ni(lll) depended on the bea toerature

with an apparent activation energy of . 2 kcal/mole which is consistent with

their observed adsorption-desorption angular dependence. Krakowski and

Olander have seen a similar energy dependence in a beam study of hydrogen

dissociation on tantalum. (22) For a fixed target temperaturep they measured

a beam temperature dependence that indicated an activation energy of 1.4 kcal/

mole for dissociation.

Smith and Palmer also studied H2/D2 exchange on epitaxially gron

Pt(lll) films and obtained results similar to those on the nickel film.(23)

4 Again, the sticking probability of hydrogen was found to decrease as the

angle of the beam relative to the surface normal was increased and also

increased with beam temperature, suggestive of an activation barrier to

adsorption of about 2 kcal/mole. Smith and Palmer recently published the

results of a study of the catalytic oxidation of a modulated molecular beam

of D2 , also on Pt(lll).(24) These results also reveal the same temperature

5



and angular dependences for the hydrogen chmisorptoe rate oeerved In

the H2 /D2 exchange study.

Stelabruchel and 3chmidt have also studied the anmgi sam"s of

the sticking coefficients of various gases such as N2' COO 002, R2 ad )

L on W( io0) arA W(110) surfaces using a simple molecul.ar bern qaweafts
In poeral, they found that s(61) increases slightly towa gra sig Iwmct e.

However, ftr H2 and D2 on W(110), '.) decreases earkedly towar raniW

incidence in qualitative agreement with the results of Mm and Smith on

* i(ll) and Pt(Ill). Unfortunately, steinbruhael and Scdmit coMld not

vary the temperature of the beam to determine the enery depndences for

cheisorption on W(1.0).

The experimental observation that in a number of cases 8 - S(@ ,) is

L particularly interesting because thti results chall the traditil m

viev of chemiscrption. Langair propo-ed that chemisorptim proceeds via a

physisorbed or "precursor" state that allows a great deal of nobility alony

the surface. A pihsisorbed atom or nwlecule slides across the swftoe in
6 this precursor state until a suit.ttIc "site" for abo orpt4 imIs aomtred.

We can 'e=ine that in many case a Tiarticular spatial orentatiom of the

adsorbate at specific "sites" or, th( surface in required in order for cmical

bonding to occur (steric effect) and that any activation beris to this stop

ust be overcome by energ input fro, the surface. This model leads us to

expect that the probability for pbysisorptionp and hoes als chuedorption,

is either constant or decreases as the temperature of the Ws is increased.

This is because trapping at the surface is only expected when 1T3 < 'a re

* TB is the beam temperature and EI is the potential well depth of the precursor

state.

Extensive molecular beam studies of both reactive and non-reactive

scattering from smooth metal surfaces have demonstrated that in at caaes,

the geas-surface interaction potential can be considered to be ssmentially

one-dims tonal in the direction of the local surface normi. In a flw

oases, such as on W(112),(2 6 ,27,35) there is significant periodieity In the

plasn of the surface giving rise to diffraction and "rainbow scatterIng,"

6
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oever, one can usua.ly curisider that only the norml component of the

velocity of an Incoming particle is invulved in the Interaction with a

metal surface. Since th. effective gas taeperature varies as the econd

power of the particle velocity, the surface sees a bea toratare that

varies as cos- i .O ro the above considerations it is expected that when

kTB m Ea , the sticking coefficient will increase as TB is iowered or,

equivalently, as the angle of incidence of the bean is increased. Of carses

the experimental observation of the latter effect requires tat the surface

be smoth on an atomic scale so that random variations in the surface

topography do not obscure the effect of changes in 1k. Hweverp it is clear

that the results for hytrogen indicate that for at least sm surface

conditions, a precursor state is not involved in the dissociative adsorption

step since, in a number of cnses, S has been found to increae an the velocity

component normal to the surface Is iLicreased, either by raising the tper-

ature of the beam or by decreasing the angle of incidence 8,(21025028)

Clearly then, we need to mdify our picture of the chemisorption meckanism,

at l t- t for the case of hy-trogen chemsorption.

Using basic thermodynamic considerations, it has been rigorously

shown that gases which desorb with sharper-than-cosine distributions

will also exhibit similar trends as hydrogen upon adsorption. Several

* papers have been written that develop the symmetry properties that

that apply at the gas-surface interface including the relationship

between adsorption aLd desorption.( 29,3 0 ) One approach to understanding
this relationship is to consider the necessity of the surface mintaining

an equilibrium when the gaz in question is in contact with it at the urN

temperature. In order to satisf the second law of thersodynanicss, the

surface mast return to the gas phase a distribution of particles that is

both random in direction (isotropic) and Mawoellian in the speed distri-

rbution. Therefore, we can be sure that when a surface at the sm te lpe-

ature preferentially adsorbs gas-phase particles with certain velocities

(speed and angle of incidence), the desorption flux will re urn to the

7
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gas-phase & distriiuthon l !a~rrticles ' ith just the exact angular and speed

* distribution to make up for the particles adsorbed. This is a statement of

tht! so-called "cosine law," first expounded by Clausing.(31) This result

was confirmed expertmentally for the ca4e of hydrogen on Ni(lli) in the wor)

of Palner et al. mentioned above. (1)

Recent studies have shown that hydrogen is not the only species

that exhibit: this "anomalou"iadsorption behavior. Recently, Palmer

and Srith studied the oxidation of a CO beam on Pt(lll).( 32 ) Here, the

product CU2 was found to desorl with a distribution even more sharply* 2 d
peaked than for hydrogen and also of the form cob 0 r where Or is the

scattered angle, and in this case d = 6. Using the cosine law relationship

at the gas-surface interface, they predict that under the same surface

cor.dit'ons the cheo.isorption of CO2, presumably to give CO + 0 on the

surface, -will also decrease rapidly toward glancing incidence. Moreover,

if a one-dmensional view of the gas-surface interaction is correct, then

the sticking pr-oability will increase markedly with beam temperature.

This further implies that CO2 desorbing from a platinum surface must also be

somewhat "hotter" than the surface temperature in order to make up for the

disproportionately greater number of higher energy-gas-phase molecules that

are removed from the gas phase at equilibrium. Although no direct measurements

of the energy distributions of CO2 desorbing from Pt(ll) have been made to

verify this particular prediction, Kenney has measured the velocity distri-

butions of hydrogen desorbing from both Ni(llO) and polycrystalline nickel

and found that the speed distribution was indeed characterized by a Waxwellian

considerably in excess of the surface temperature (e.g., 1589 K compared to

1073 K). 3 ) Bernasek and Somorjai have also recently reported cos 2 a

desorption for CO2 from stepped Pt(lll) surfaces. ( 34 )

I2
Cardillo and coworkers have recently published the results of a careful

study of hydrogen adsorption on the (100), (110), and stepped (100) crystal

faces of copper.( 2 8 ) In this work they used a supersonic "nozzle" source

that yields a very narrow range of velocities in the beam. They studied

the dissociative adsorption probability as a function of beam energy and

8



angle of incidence. By reacting the H2 beam with adsorbed D atoms, as

in the earlier wurk of Palmer et al. on Ni and Pt(Ul),(21,23) the desorption

distribution of the mixed species HD was measu6red. Isotopic "labeling" in

these studies is a convenient technique for identifying only those hydrogen

molecules that recombine and desorb from the surface. It has been shown that
* (28)isotopic effects in the desorption aular distribution are negligible*

This assumption is also supported by the equilibrium synthesis data of Palmer

in which the adsorption of P 2 is compared with the desorption of HD.(21)

The conclusions reached by Cardillo et al. from their data on copper

surfaces were that: (i) there is a significant energy barrier to the

dissociative adsorption (chemisorption) of hydrogen and that it acts per-

pendicular to the surface normal; (ii) the barrier height or activation

* energy for this chemisorption depends significantly on the particular

crystal face exposed; and (iii) that the presence of steps and ledges on

Cu(100) did not significantly affect either the adsorption or desorption

behavior of hydr'ogen.

Although the work of Cardillo et al. does not ule out the possibility

of a parallel chemisorption path involving a precursor state, under the

conditions of their experiments, hydrogen can bypass any such physisorbed

configuration and chemisorb directly when the necessary activation energy
is supplied in the form of kinetic energy to the incident molecule. While the

results of Cardillo et al. militate against a precursor state in the chemi-

sorption path of hydrogen on copper, they do indicate the existence of

preferred surface sites for chemisorption. Moreover, by comparing the

limiting adsorption probabilities on the two crystal faces studied, a

reasonable guess can be made as to the locations of these sites in the

surface lattice.

Stoll has used beams to study the chemisorption of oxygen on smooth

single-crystal Pt(lll).( 3 5 ) He compared the steady-state oxygen surface

coverages with 20 and 3300C oxygen beams at surface temperatures of 250

and 3500C. The equilibrium surface coverage with a hot beam was nearly

twice that for a cold beam on the 350°C surface, indicating a proportion-S
ately greater sticking coefficient for the hot oxygen. These results suggest

an activation energy for oxygen chemisorption of about 1 kcal/mole. However,

9
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for a surface temperature of 250°C, Stoll reports that the steady-state
• coverages are more nearly the same for both hot and cold beais. In thisI

temperature regime, a clean-off reaction with residual CO is probabl the

dominant mechanism for the removal of surface oxygen and the surface oxygen

coverage should scale directly as the adsorption rate. Stoll offers no

explanation for the different adsorption characteristics at the two surface

temperatures. However, Merrill has also observed that hydrogen cheuisorption

on Pt(lll) is unactivated below 3009C( 36) whereas Smith and Palmer's results

indicate an activation energy of about 2 kcal/mole on 650°C Pt(LU).(23)

S These results suggest the possibility that the chemisorption transition

probability is rather sensitive to the surface temperatu.-. This v~y

involve the entropy change in going to the mobile chemisorbed state. Procop

and Volter report an entropy increase of about 20 cal/mole OK for hydrogen
chemisorption on platinum, for example. L37 ! Stoll's results were over

relatively narrow temperature ranges (beam and surface) and no measurements

of adsorption rates as a function of angle of incidence were obtained so

that further work in this area would be helpful.

Recent mlecular beam studies have made some important contributions

to our understanding of adsorption-desorption phenomena. However, two

important questions have been raised. First, under what conditions does

one expect to find activated chemisorption of gases such as hydrogen and

oxygen on metal surfaces, e.g., does it apply only to dissociative ad-

sorption or can we expect similar results for other species on a wide

range of surfaces? Second, what factor or factors are responsible for

the widely varying results that are still being reported for the sticking

probabilities of gases by various workers using nominally identical,

clean, single crystal surfaces? Recently reported values for the sticking

coefficient of oxygen on Pt(lll), for example, range from S a 10-6 to
S = 0.2.(38,39)

Regarding this second question, a detailed examination of the various

possible factors involved in each case would not be appropriate here.

However, a few general remarks regarding the essential ingredients of a

10
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reproducible gas-surface interaction study can be made. First, it is

extremely important to specify both the angle of incidence and temperature

(energy) of the gas being studied. Further characterization of the beam

as to energy (e.g., monoenergetic) and various internally excited states

can also be considered. The surface, of course, must be well-characterized.

This means, in practice, clean, smooth, single crystal surfaces. Huny of

the recent studies of gas-surface interactions have specified the surface

cleanliness, via AES (Auger electron spectroscopy) for instance, and the

crystal structure by LEED (low energy electron diffraction). However, in

general, one expects that rough surfaces provide a large number of unspecified

sites that may significantly affect the sticking probability or change the

effective area of the surface through multiple collisions, and considerable

care must be taken to avoid this condition. Presently, the most sensitive

technique for characterizing the smoothness of clean surfaces on an atomic

scale is by the scattering of noble gas atoms, especially helium. The

smoothness of similar crystal surfaces used in various laboratories are

more readily evaluated when the scattering distributions, or at least the

peak height and FWHM data for a well collimated room temperature helium

beam are available for comparison. Without further refinement, however,

this technique is not suitable for comparisons of surfaces with less than

one percent of the total area "rough" on an atomic scale, and this still

represents a very large defect density on the surface.

Perhaps the most difficult problem in surface characterization is

achieving a clean or contaminant free surface. Diffusion from the bulk

and adsorption from the gas phase of various unwanted species is a constant

problem, even in ultra-high vacuum. Surface chemical analysis techniques

such as AES, INS (ion neutralization spectroscopy), SINS (secondary ion

mass spectrometry), UPS (ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy), and

XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) or ESCA (electron spectroscopy

for chemical analysis), used separately or in conjunction, are same of

the ways that the chemical composition and even the oxidation states at

the surface can be determined.

0i . . . .. .. .. .I
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In studies on clean surfaces, possible "clean-off" reactions involving

ambient species such as CO, H2 and 02 should be considered. For example,

Joebstl has studied the effects of small amounts of CO on the adsorption

of 02 on Pt(lll) in ultra-high vacuum.(40 ) Oxygen can be removed from
platinum by reaction with adsorbed CO to form 002@ Since the sticking

probability for 00 is greater than for 02 on platinump especially on the

low index faces [e.g., S(CO)/S(O 2 ) ,10? on Pt(lll)3, (32rielatively small

amounts of CO can be very important. It appears likely from Joebstl's

work that many studies of 02 adsorption on platinum have probably been

6 •seriously affected by small amounts of 00 produced by hot carbon covered

surfaces such as ion gauge filaments, etc.

Finally, we can expect that, in general, the sticking coefficient will

o also depead on the surface temperature so that the temperature of the surface

under study should be varied over a reasonably wide range in order to determine

this dependence explicitly. A surface temperature dependence may arise for

a variety of reasons including the likely entropy difference between the

gaseous and adsorbed states involved in the adsorption. Sttistical-

mechanical or "transition-state" theories predictp in general, that the

transition probability k will be of the form

k = PT1 exp(0 - -T- (p, r, Q independent ofT)

with small positive or negative values assigned to r, depending on the

details of the theory. 
(41)

With regard to the question of activated chemisorptionp we have alread

O pointed out that desorption studies indicate that the dissociative adsorption

of 002 is also highly activated on Pt(lll). In fact, from the analysis of

Cardillo et al.(2 8 ) and the shape of the desorption distribution, we expect

E a  6 kcal/mole for CO2 on 475 to 875 K platinum. Also, Stoll's work

0 indicates that oxygen adsorption on Pt(lll) is slightly activated above

25o0C.(35)

In addition to the activation of chemisorption via kinetic energy, recent

studies suggest that vibrational excitation is also a mode of activation for

o certain chemical reactions. (42j 3 ) For example, Steward and Ehrlich report

that vibrational excitation facilitates the chemisorption of methane on a

12
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rhodium substrate. ( 4 ) They also point out that the usual transition-state

* theory of chemical rates fails to account for the large kinetic isotope effects

they observed in the chemisorption of normal versus deuterated methane. The"

results suggest that detailed studies of the energetics of chemisorption

processes are likely to have a profound impact on our understanding of chemical

rates in general.

III. WTEROGEN)US REACTION STUDIES

A. Unimolecular Reactions

There have been several recent studies of unimleculaar reactions

on surfaces using molecular beams. Dahlberg, Fisk and Rye have studied

the much investigated decomposition of formic acid on polycrystaline

platinum spil.4 ) A beam of formic acid was directed onto a

fixed platinum target and the scattered formic acid and decomposition

products detected by line-of-sight mass spectrometry. The detected

products of the decomposition were 00, 002 and H2. H20 could not be

detected because of the noise contributed by a large ambient backgroud

level of this species. The 002 and H2 rates of productin were equalp as

expected from the one-step decomposition of HCOOH 00 me produced at

about one-tenth the 002 rate at 900 K and the 00/002 ratio increased with

temperature. These results were complicated by a surface contaminant

that could be removed by heating the platinum above 1150 1* Srface

contamination is not surprising considering their base vac of only

3 x 10 7 , torr. Although the contaminant was not identified, the temperatue

dependence suggests oxgen or a clean-off reaction involving oxye. Neither

the contamination rate below 1150 K nor the clean-off rate above this tamper

ature was affected by exposure to HC0H and, therefore,, BMW was ruled out bth

as the source of the contaminant, and the source of oxnen in a clean-off

reaction. They also observed that the rate of decreasw in the deoaositiom

s rate from the presumably clean surface conditions to the steafy-state cn-

taminated surface increased rapidly as the surface me cooled dile the

initial activity also increased with decreasing r spertue, at least don

to 60 x.
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Fenn and his coworkers at Yale have utilized a nozzle beam source
L.'

in a novel closed-loop catalytic reactor system in which the bam in

scattered from a catalytic target and then recycled through the nozzle

source, using a mercury diffusion amd mechanical bellows pimps in

series.( 4 ) The technique allows the reaction rate to be enhanced by the

number of passes of the reactant gas through the system, but requires

that reactions on the various system surfaces and in the gas phase not be

overwhelm' compared with the rates on the target. Using this method,

Fenn has studied the isomerization of cyclopropane to propylene on a

molybdemu oxide surface. Surprisinglyj, the reaction rate was independent

of the molybdenum oxide temperature (from 400 to 700°C) but varied strongly

with the beam energy with an activation energy of about 20 koal/mole.

I Penn suggests that the cyclopropane must be vibrationally excited in order

for isomerization to occur. This work demonstrates the iortance of

catalytic studies where the internal and kinetic energies of the reacting

species are controlled. Also, since -ozzle sources are capable of generat-

ing suostantial mass fluxes, it is not unreasonable to consider the use of

such a system for chemical processing in comercial quantities in order

to increase the efficiency and/or selectivity of a reaction. An important

now field of "non-equilibrium catalysis" is suggested by this work and

o ffurther investigations of the type undertaken by Fen and others using

nozzle beams should be actively pursued.

The decomposition of N20 has been studied by West and Somoriai on

clean and carbon-covered Pt(100) "45)and by M)schlitz and coworkers on

O polycrystalline tungsten surfaces. ( 46 ) While Muhlitz's results indicated

that adsorption of the N20 molecule was required for dissociationp Soorjai 's

results on carbon-covered Ft(1O0) suggest that dissociation can occur

without full accomdation with the surface as is indicated by the directed

nature of the NO signal. Diffuse emission of NO from a carbon free Pt(ll0)

surface was observed by SomorJai, however. Maschlitz's work suffers from

a lack of adequate surface characterization and although the scattering of

X2 and NO was somewhat directed, surface roughness was probably a significant

14
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factor. This roughness coupled with the scatter in the 6" ae the

limited range of angles measured makes their conclusion regaring diffus.

scattering and full accomdation of the S20 be and its pmducts spt.

Samorjail's results are also somewhat speculative. A problenmt I eat in

both of these studies is the ambiguity of the mss-spentrnst sigasU

for both /e 28 (N2 or 00), me - 44 (20 o' c2) am the probm Of

dissociative ionization of the scattered 120 to produce bofth D .d0+

For this reason, any canclusions regarding these Investiptions shatid

probably be considered tentative.

Schutte, Scoles and Towasini have reported an investigatio of the

reccabination of atomic hydrogen on condensed surfaces of N Noe an Ar

in the range 2-15 K. Apparently, most of the energy of reaismtio

(4.5 eV) is carried away by the desorbing H2 moleculep bt a inmolaper

coverage of R increases the energy transfer by an order of mmituds.

Nelin and Hadix have also studied the energy transfer to the surface frm

hydrogen atom recombination on polycrystalline Ni, CU, Pt and AS wires

in a flowing rf discharge and found the energy transf ed to the first

three mterials to be markedly 1ev. than on Ag. () " le aa bem stv

support these results inasmuch as the angular desorption distributions

measured in molecular beam studies of bydragen atom reombinatian on single

* crystal surfaces of Ni, Cu., and Pt indicate that the desorbing

molecules are indeed "hotter" than the surface temperate, and a stafr

of the angular sticking dependence of D2 on Ag(1ll) indicates a similar

trend although less pronounced than on Ni, CU, or It.(2 " )/'Mre nearly

* diffuse and isothermal desorption of hydrogen and a mach Amllar activation

barrier would thus be expected n Ag, in qualitative agoeent with N4hx's

results.

B. Reactions with Surfaces

Molecular beamw have been used more freuently Lb s tdies o hteo-

geneous reactions where the beem species reacts directly with the surae.

Olander and coworkers have used modulated beems of molecular m to

study the oxidation of graphite n both the basal and primao o( 0 0 )

15 .
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The kinetics of this reaction evidently involves a cometition between the

gneration of active sites for the initial oxidation st"p thro gh the

removal of carbon ato from the surface, and deactivation of the surface

by amealing. Recently Shhh, Liu and Baron have also studied the oxidation

of gaphite by molecular and atomic oxygen begs,(01 53 ) Oiander' results

were for fixed agles of incidence and reflection (9 = Or a 45 0 ), heeas

Shih et al. varied both agles in their work. They macwed difrae

(cosine) scattering of molecular oxygen from their target indicating a

rather rugh surface and/or fairly complete accommodation of the mqmn.

owever, the CO desorption flux was proportional to cos20 so that their

surface was not so rough as to totally obscure angular effects in the

scattering. These beam studies of graphite oxidation indicate the follow-

Ing additional points: (i) the principal reaction product is CO whereas

CO2 is produced at a rate at least two orders of smWitiad less than the

CO rate; (ii) there is little or no beam temperature dependence of the

reaction rate and the graphite surface temperature effects priarily the

=idation by 02; (i1) the reaction with 0 atom is about one order of
Mnitudea we probable tn for 02; and (iv) the reaction rates for both
0 and 02 beams exhibit maxims at a surface temperature of about 1300 K

indicating a competition between surface atom mobility and the emain

3 rate of active surface sites.

Midix and coworkers have also studied the reactions of silicon and

germanim surfaces with modulated beam of 0, 03. and C .("' ) As in

the work of Olender,(5,4 9 ,50) Nadix utilizes the information contained in

1 the phase relationship of the pro&wt si nal to derive the kinetics of

the reaction. He refers to this technique an "molecular beam relaxation

spectroscopy' (Mus). A detailed discussion of the analysis of modulated

signals in studies of reaction kinetics has been given by Olan r ( 5 ) and

0 mr recently by Schwarz and Nadix.(6)

Lintz, Pentero and their coworkers in France have used beam of

noble gases in a different approach to studies of chemical reactions with

surfaces. They have utilized noble atom surface scattering to study the

16
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kinetics of the oxidaticn of various metal surfaces. ( 6 0 -6 ) Their ethod

relies on the merkedly different scattering properties of a clean and

adsorbate covered surface. If the surface is clean and relatively moth,

sharply directed scattering near the specular angle will result, whereas

the scattering from various adsorbates on the surface wil generally be

diffuse. Thus, by monitoring the directed scattering intensity, the

surface coverage can be followed during the course of the reaction. Using

this technique, Lintz, Pentenero et al. have determined important binding

states and heats of desorption involved in the kinetics of surface oiidation

by measuring surface coverages as a function of metal temperature and ga

pressure. The technique suffers from the problem that, in my cases, the

morphology of the surface may change during the course of the reaction

and thereby alter the specul rity of the clean surface. This technique

has also been used by Palmer and Smith to study the kinetics of CO oxdiatia

on a smooth platium catalyst that was not consumed in the reaction.3 )

C. Bimlecular Reactions

Surface catalyzed btmolecular reactions are perhaps the most e t-

mntally difficult type of surface chemical process to stu using acleallmr

bests. This fuct y be partially responsible for the relative lack of

activity in this area. However, a few bianlecular reactions have now bew

*reported and this work will undoubtedly stimalate further heterogeneous

reaction studies using beas in the near fMture.

The first reported study of a surface catalyzed bimlecular reaction

using bers was by Saith and PLamer.(2 4 ) They studied the oxidation of

Sdeuterium on grow Pt( fim. In this work the platii
target was-exposed. toa mient of , % (10 -6to 10 -5 torr). A modlated
(100 N) bem of deuterim was directed at the amen cowee target am

the scattered beam and reaction pr uuct (D2o) was detected using a moo
spetrinter ad phase sensitive (look-in) amlifier. At elevated tepr-

atures the target was presumably kept clea of typical wvaom species amob

as carbon amoode, hydrogen, 17 rcarbons, and surface mat b y lams-ott
reactions with the ge ambient. In support of this ocusion, It me

17
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found that intense specular helium reflection from the surface could be

maintained in the presence of a small ( 10 -7 torr) oxygen ambient where

evidently the rate of contamination was Just compensated for by the rate

of clean-off via oxidation. The activated adsorption of the D2 beam

on this "clean" Pt(lll) surface was investigated and has already been

*discussed. Generally, a heated D2 beam was used in the reaction with

surface oxygen in order to obtain the maxinm adsorption rate and thereby

increase the product signal.

The reaction was found to be nearly first order in 02 pressure whereas

the D2 beam flux dependence exhibited three regimes, pi(D2 ), p(D2 ), and

p (D2 ). The second order dependence suggested an improbable mechanism

involving four hydrogen atoms. However, the reaction mechanism probably

involves only two surface hydrogen atoms and a surface oxygen atwi and

the second order dependence may be an artifact of the beam method as will

be discussed below.

The phase lag of the D2 0 product signal as a function of temperature

Uindicates an activation energy of about 12 kcal/mole for the rate Jimiting

step. However, the interpretation of these data depends on the order of

the reaction as has been pointed out by Madix, (6) and a somhat lower

value for the activation energy of the reaction is probable. Hdrogen

atom diffusion may be rate limiting if an activation energy less than

10 kcal/mole is assumed. The angular distribution of the desrbing D2 0

was approximately cosine, so the adsorytion of water on Pt(.1l) at 925 K is

apparently not activated.

Smithp Palmer and Vroom also attempted to study the catalytic oxidation

of C2 H4 on Ag(lll) epitaxial films by molecular beams. (65) Howevr no

oxidation products could be detected with a CA beam Impinging on a

Ag( Ill) target exposed to oxygen. With an isotropic pressure of both

Ses at higher pressures, the reaction product 002 could just be discerned,

however. Dissociation of the C2H4 bean over Ag(lU) at 575 K to

C2h (10%) and CAH (5%) was also inferred frma comparison of the
relative intensities of these ion peaks in the direct vermu the scattered

bern.

18
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Palmer and Smith have also reported a molecular beam study of the

oxidation of 00, again on Pt(il).'32 ) As was mentioned earlier, they

found that the angular desorption distribution of the 002 product in the
6surface temperature range from 475 to 875 K was characterized by coss,

indicating that CO2 adsorption at these temperatures is activated on Pt(ill).

Weinberg and Merrill have also predicted a large activation energy for O

adsorption on platinum using their CFSO-BEBO model of adsorption. The

oxidation reaction appears to proceed mainly via a Lanmiir mechanism with

CO diffusing rapidly across the surface above 450 K. Chemisorbed CO

apparently blocks the chemisorption of oxygen in the central region of

the beam spot and thus poisons the reaction in the temperature-pressure

regime where the surface coverage of CO is high. The high surface mobility

of CO coupled with this poisoning effect combines to produce an interesting

boundary effect at the perimeter of the beam spot on the surface. The

high surface mobility of CO results in a rapid reaction rate at the perimeter

of the beam spot on the platinum surface, giving an anomalous rise in the

re..ion rate at high beam fluxes. It is possible that a similar contri-

bution resulting from deuterium diffusion is also responsible for the

appearance of a second order D2 pressure dependence at high beam fluxes

in the earlier study of D2 oxidation. Gomer has also suggested that

molecular hydrogen diffuses very rapidly across hydrogen covered areas

of platinum, followed by dissociative adsorption on the clean surface. T(67)

In the CO oxidation study, Palmer and Smith fit their observed data
ucirg the Lansmiir kinetic equations, but this required that the principal
mechanism for removal of surface oxygen be by direct desorption as atom,

This latter assumption is not likely at the temperature of their work.

However, other evidence strongly indicates that a Tan=,' rather than a

Rideal mechanism is operating. On the other hand, their data can also

Cbe fit quite nicely using the Rideal kinetic equations and does not require

the assumption of direct desorption of oxygen atoms. Hvever, this does not

mean that both the chemisorption and migration of CO are not involved in

19



$ the reaction path. Rather,, the tacit assumption ina the Xanghir formula

is that the probability of reaction does not depend on the point of Impact

of the reactant gas on the surface but only on its average coverge S.
At equilibrium, the kinetic balance of the react ion in this case has the
familiar form pA1GA7%) - k aAe

(adsorption rate) - (reaction rate)

where pAis the impact rate and 0 A is the surface coverage of reactat A,,

and %the coverage 0f reactant B. Alternatively, a Rideal ftormulation

is based an the idea that a gas phase reactant must impact directly on, or
adjacent to a second chemisorbed. reactant, e.g., within the covessed, area

#A*Then we have

pA~l-o1A-%) - k S1

where ft is the impact rate of species B that presumably reacts byv direct
impact, or near miss, on reactant A. However,. it seem likely in cases
where a competing channel for species B exists (eog.,. via desorption) that
the probability of reaction falls off rapidly as the point of Impact of B
increases in distance away from reactant A. This can be true eve though
both the chemisorption and migration of species B is Involved in the reaction
path, as is assumed in the Langnuafr model. For this case we can write the
kinetic equation as

where 0"now represents some effective area surrounding eac hiiisre

molecule A. Such a "quasi-Rideal" mechanism my be important in the oxidation

of 00 on Pt, for example. Unfortunately, this possibility leads to Nm
confusion since we can no longer distinguish the mechanism solely on the
basis of the kinetics of the reaction. It appears important, thsrefrrep to
clearly distinguish between reactions that obey Rideal kinetics and reactions
where it :b believed from more detailed evidence that a true Rideal mahmismn
is operating.

20
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Recently, Palmer has completed a similar study of the catalytic

oxidation of the C2 hydrocarbons, also on Pt(ll). 6 8  Hare, the results

are somewhat more involved, including the fact that three reaction prodUts

are observed, 0 2 and H2 0. The reactions proceed via a surface acetylenic

species that results from the adsorption of the C2 hydo bn at elevated

temperatures on platinum. The chemisorption of C 6 in sowbat activated

with a sticking coefficient of less than 0.05 wherea the chauisorption of

C2 H and C2H2 are not. The sticking coefficient for C2H2 is near unity on

Pt(iii) while for CA, S - 0.5.

The angular desorption distributions of the reaction products of 0

and 002 were measured and neither were simple cosine. In the case of C02

6 2
the distribution appears to be composed of a higher order cosine (cos 0)

superimposed on a broader-than-cosine desorption pattern. From the two-

component nature of the desorption nf 002 (and possibly O) it appars that

there are two distinct channels for the formation of this species. Since

in a previous study, the formation of 002 frm O adsorbed on the aurftce

resulted in only simple higher order cosine desorptionj, it is tempting to

ascribe the difference in the present case to a local perturbation of the

interaction potential or a distinct binding site induced by the presence

of another chamisorbed species such as carbon on the surfae. his is the

first reported observation of broader-than-cosine desorption and indicates

that the molecular species can desorb directly fro a potential belmw that

of the gas, i.e., with a negative activation ene rg. r this model we

also expect the "temperature" of the desorbing molecules to be less than

S the surface temperature, in analogy with the effects of a positive acti-
vat ion enlerg.

Measureents of the rates of evolution of CO, 002 and H20 fr the

oxidation of the C2 hydocabon as a function of the platimm surface

V temperature indicate a emou rate-limiting step for all three species
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with an activation energy of 16 kcal/mole. The energy of this barrier

is about the right value for the surface difftusion of atomic oxygen.

Thus, the oxidation reaction apparently proceeds via a Lanpazir mechanism

with oxygen migration rate limiting at high oxygen pressures and lov to

intermediate temperatures. By using a mixture of normal and deuterated

acetylene in the beam it was determined that the reaction to form water

occurs in two steps, presumably via an OH intermediate. Also, the reaction

kinetics indicate that the formation of 002 also occurs in two steps by

the Airther oxidation of surface 00.

Bernasek and SomorjLi have recently used molecular beams to study

HiD exchange on platinum single crystal surfaces.(69) They studi.ed

this reaction on a nominally step-free Pt(ll) surface and on Pt(997)

- and Pt(553) surfaces consisting of steps separated by (111) oriented

terraces nine and five atoms wide, respectively. Earlier work by Somorjai

and coworkers have demonstrated the importance of steps in the catalvtic
(70-72)

behavior of platinum surfaces. In the present investigation the

stepped surfaces were considerably more active than the nominal Pt(.lu)

surface at pressures below torr. Their data suggest, however, that

at higher hydrogen pressures the Pt(1l1) surface becomes relatively more

active and that the differences also depend on the beam modulation frequency.

*In this regard, they compare their work to that of Iu and Ry , using the

flash desorption method, 4- which no dependence on step density was observed.(7)

Apparently, the surface diffusion of hydrogen to active sites occurs rather

slowly compared witn the beam modulation period, even at 40 Hz.

* Both amplitude and phase data as functions of the modulation frequency

were obtained in this beam study and evaluated to determine the rate

parameters of the reaction. Below about 600 K Bernasek and Somorjai

report that the rate of HD formation is describi by a pre-exponential of

.3 8+1 x 105 sec 1' and an activation energy of 4.5±0.5 kcal/mole with a sharp

transition at higher temperatures to a pre-exponential of 142 x 102 sec
1

and an activation energy of 0.6+0.3 kcal/mole. These activation energies

are a good fit to the slopes in an Arrhenius plot of the amplitude data in

C
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these respective regions. However, Bernasek and Somorjai's pre-exponential

constants specify a transition temperature in the region of 260 K, in dis-

agreement with their data, so there appears to be some error in the cal-

culation of these parameters in this work.

The HD exchange data were obtained by introducing D2 via a high pressure

multichannel beam source and the H2 isotropically above the surface.

mixed beams and a hydrogen beam with a deuterium ambient was also investi-

gated. Bernasek and Somorjai report that their results were independent of

the method of reactant introduction. However, this statement is not borne

out by a comparison of the HD exchange rate as a function of the beam and

ambient pressures where significant differences are apparent. Nevertheless,

on the basis of these resultsp together with the temperature dependence data,

Bernasek and Somorjai suggest a two branch mechanism. with a Zanzir-

Hinshelwood process dominant below 600 K and a Rideal-Eley machamiam

dominant at higher temperatures. However, it appears possible that a more simpli-

fied explanation would also be consistent with most of their published results.

Assuming that the reaction is indeed independent of the method of intro-

duction of the reactants and that random mixing of the dissociatively ad-

sorbed hydrogen occurs on the surface, .he- the probability of formation of

HI) on the surface will be proportional to [HI + [D] with the probability
2 L HI +LI -2

for formation of H2 and D2 given by [Ha + D respectively.

A plot of the probability of HD formation versus either of the reactant

concentrations (CH] or [DD) gives a good fit to both the beam and ambient

pressure dependences reported by Bernasek and SomorJai, provided the

equivalent beam flux at the surface is reduced by about half an order of

manitude, relative to the H2 background. Bernasek and Sorjai did not

measure the beam flux directly, but rely on a previous study of the

characteristics of a similar source. This uncertainty may be coupled

with possible sources of error in the measurement of the H2 bient to

give the total relative error suggested by the random mixn odel. In

lieu of such an error in the beam flux relative to the abient bI~oen

pressure, the differences in the pressure behavior of the beam and the

23



ambient must be attributed to an artifact resulting from chopping of theLi

deuterium beam, resulting in a very different interpretation of the kinetic

data.

Bernasek and Somorjai have also obtained reaction probabilities for

be of 02, N 2 and CO reacting in various combinations with P2 a

CO over stepped platiam surfaces. ) Also investigated were the de-

composition of HCOOH an(! CH3-AH2 to yield 002 and 313D reepeIy.
These results demonstrate that there are a number of catalytic reactions
which are amenable to study by molecular beam methods.

IV. OOCUS(

Perhaps the single most important recent develont in the field of
surface chemistry and catalysis baa been the increaingly inaltidisciplinsry
approach to the understanding of these phenomena. This trend has been
promoted by the development of a number of new mental teabaique's
for exmning, in detail, the physical and chemical prperties of the

surface. Electron and ion scattering, various electron and pton spectrom-
copies and numerous other experimental techniques including the use of

molecular beams are being used increaingly in studies of chemical Inter-
actions on surfaces. The widely varying backgrouds and viewpoints rep-

resented by these specialized disciplines require a high degree of
cooperation eong these investigators in order to am readily codify the
various experimental results that are being reported and to permit a owe

coMplete understanding of the underlying principles.

Molecular beam have played an Important role in studies of reactive

interactions in the gas phase and their application to studles of chemical
interactions a sufaes w il udoutbtedly be of sIal importIan", t
objective of these studies is to permit a detailed description of the

action of the surface in catalyzing various chemical reactions. It is
often stated that the action of a catalyst is to reace the act aion
energy barrier to the reaction. Hlceverp of considerables InVpw e ae

geometrical or steric considerations and the entropies of the vuris

2.1



states involved in the react ion path. The importance of these additional
factors has been clearly demonstrated by nmerous cass where eectronically
similar surfaces exhibit dratically different catalytic prprties.

Historically, conflicting experimental results have beow typical in

studies of catalysis and much of the blame for theme discrepafcies boo
been laid to the uncertain physical and chemical nature of the catalytic

surfaces that were studied. However, & number of researchers awe nw

using modern experimiental techniques to achieve what are believed to be
well-characterized, reproducible surfaces.* It in, theretbre, agoit

j that when results on noinally identical single crystal surtaces Appear
to be in conflict, a carefal examination be made for other less obvious
factors that may be important. For example, the chsnisorption of by&rge
and oxygen has been reported to be unactivated at 1w surface I_ aeurs

Cj on 'clean platinums surfaces.0(6 5 6 However,. been Studies at M1
surface temperatures have indicated an activation barrier to thp dmi-

sorption Ce these species. (23#24 *35) one study baa Indicated that mfrace
contamination is responsible for the activated adsorption of hydraoen

on nickel. (77) However, there is also considerable &wideoce to the

contrary. (21*33) Alternatively, we have pointed cat thet the surfae

temperature is apparently an important parameter in the cheiisarption

of hydrogen and oxygen on platinum and methane an tangsten. fte staOe

temperature is probably a factor in other gas-surface adsorption systems

as well, especially in dissociative adsorption involving an increased

entropy of the chemisorbed state * Undoubtedly, the further investigation

Ig of this and other questions related to catalysis will provide moeaularf been researchers with important areas of study for now tim to coam,
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